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Really Like… 
 
While probably not quite as attractive an entry point as September 30th, we still really like equities and have very little interest in owning fixed income.  
The annual period bracketed by Thanksgiving and Easter historically holds the best seasonality for investors initiating new positions.  This may not 
interest you since equity markets go up 70% of the time. However, everyone likes a tailwind and this one has survived for years.  We always favor being 
fully invested so it is an easy call for my bunch.  The NASDAQ, Dow and S&P got peeled for about 10% over the summer months, then rallied back.   
Figure we had a summer correction followed by a fall rally, followed by a Santa Claus rally, followed by a January relief valve.   
 
I’m sure we will look back on the last 10 years and perhaps the next 10 as the season of “shallow retreats.”  We continue to favor being fully invested 
and always sport a slight smirk when those who want out of the market, get out of the market.  The net result is fewer natural sellers and a firm base for 
future rallies to build on.  Go to Google Finance or Yahoo Finance, quote SPY (S&P 500 ETF), a graph will appear in the middle of the screen.  Set the time 
frame to 1 yd and observe the saw-toothed price changes.  You can use a handheld calculator to verify that few of the peaks and valleys have been 
separated by more than a 10% price change.  Now envision yourself at the drug store buying toothpaste.  If you see a price drop of 10% do you buy two 
tubes?  Now you drive to the closest car lot and go through the same routine.   If you see a 10% price drop do you buy a new car?  What we are seeing in 
the marketplace is life as we know it. 
 
How Money Works 
 
We all like to eat but very few of us are good cooks.  Several my friends and I really like to play golf, but the low handicappers don’t stand in line to play 
with us.  I like to fish but seem to catch more walleyes with a guide than without.  Everyone likes money but few of us have in-depth knowledge about 
how it works.   
 
While getting to know new clients, it has become obvious to us that many want financial help but don’t want to graduate to new methods of moving 
cash, holding funds, investing in equities, changing asset allocations, developing new computer skills, and transferring their focus from banking resources 
to brokerage resources.     
 
The way they have “done” things for years is ingrained in their behavior and most don’t want to change until they experience necessity or failure.  We 
were employed by banks in the early 70’s followed by Dean Witter through the mid 90’s, That bank influence left a lasting impression on us.  We were 
slow to shake it and felt like many others that money always flowed through a bank.  Merrill Lynch introduced the first cash management account in the 
late ‘70’s, (wittingly called the CMA) followed closely by Witter who dubbed theirs the Active Assets Account (AAA).  The advent of these account turned 
out to be a watershed event.  Dean Witter encouraged us to sell the accounts to our clients.  The annual fee was $80, all of which went to the house.  
After some scrutiny we concluded that the accounts were a value, and the price was fair… our customers agreed.   
 



Truth of the matter is it was a great product.  These accounts combined access to cash, the use of stocks and bonds as collateral, money market funds 
(which paid interest in the high teens at the time), checkbook lending and simple balance sheet organization.  They were efficient and made money for 
our customers.  People who wanted or needed ready access to their funds quickly adopted this technology.  Our customers could now buy automobiles, 
recreational vehicles, time-shares, condominiums, houses… you name it, with their checkbook or debit card.  If they needed short term loans to make 
these transactions work, they need only write a check.  Calling their banker or moving money between accounts became a thing of the past.  Our 
customers were learning how money works. 
 
An Interesting Pair… 
 
I still can’t understand why the majors didn’t just give these accounts away…they were asset magnets and managing assets is the “whole deal” for these 
guys.  Here is the simple take-away, “what do EF Hutton, Paine Webber, Shearson Lehman, White Weld and Smith Barney have in common?”  Easy…they 
don’t exist anymore.  They were all victims of the “grow mean or die young” principle that rules Wall Street.    Running short of liquidity, failing to adopt 
technology and poor management, were all means to a sudden demise in this industry.   Two names you will remember Gillette and Eastman 
Kodak…give away the razors and cameras in order to sell the film and the blades.   This successful concept pops up repeatedly in business history think of 
it as…. how money works. 
 
The research for this letter started leading me to the conclusion that today’s major brokerage firms would probably be offering these accounts gratis by 
now.  How wrong I was.  Today Morgan Stanley (Heir to Dean Witter and Smith Barney) advertises a $175 annual fee for their AAA accounts.  Witter 
charged $30 for an IRA account during the 80’s, and $125 as Morgan Stanley today.  Schwab and their discounting peers gave away their cash 
management accounts as well as their IRA accounts since inception and collected assets at a much quicker pace.  Most peculiar momma! 
 
If You Can’t Measure it, You Can’t Manage it… 
 
We started asking Dean Witter to provide performance calculations for our customers in the mid 70’s.  They always told us it was high on their list of 
things to do but nothing was ever forth coming.  A portfolio that compounds at 10.00% per year can develop a lot of fans, it should generate realized as 
well as unrealized capital gains and dividends that grow.  Stocks like this inspire their owners to make additional investments over the years.  We think 
those that drop by 20% should be considered sale candidates.  Keeping track of these investments requires effort, portfolio management systems, daily 
downloads and subscribing to Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS.)  Simply put, if your assets are growing at a 10.00% rate, how long should 
you hold on to those stocks that are only producing 5.00%?   
 
Or, if your assets are growing at a 10.00% rate and the S&P is growing at a return of 15%, why wouldn’t you consider trimming your 10’s and adding to 
your 20’s? Successful diversification is a defense vehicle for all equity portfolios.  Yogi Berra used to say “buy the ones that go up and sell the ones that 
go down.  If they don’t go up…don’t buy ‘em.”  We think in a similar pattern, if you can’t measure returns, you can’t manage them…this is how money 
works. 
 
Data in….Data out… 
 



The cash management accounts proved to be a great source of information.    The more customers used them, the better their spending patterns were 
revealed.  The velocity of money in these accounts was much higher than that of a conventional brokerage account.  The CMA accounts were linked to 
sophisticated prototypes which consistently became easier to use… IRA rollovers, 401ks, 403bs, etc.  They also worked with in-house Powers of Attorney 
(POAs), Advisor friendly downloads, separately managed accounts, and high yield money market funds.  These sophisticated bells and whistles made 
using one’s money incrementally easier.   
However, the “majors” allowed their approach to managing money to remain clouded by the $75 - $80- $100 fees that were necessary to feed the 
separate departments that had a legacy position fundamental to their antiquated business plans. 
 
The discounters, on the other hand, had broken free of these shekels and harnessed the power of hypothecation, order flow and lending to finance their 
business plans.  Virtually everything that had a fee associated with it across the street was offered free of charge by the new breed… including stock 
trades.  The only thing missing was management and hands on service, most commonly 1.25 – 1.50%.  The discounters recruited the RIA industry to 
provide the service, portfolio software and legalese….it worked like a charm.  Customers signed contracts, became clients received performance reports, 
and custom management.  Everyone was happy as a clam…. that’s how money should work.     
 
Today the discounters provide traditional services for nothing because the ancillary benefits of being the “lynchpin” are so strong.  They wanted to 
prioritize their position as beneficial owners, holding client assets under management (AUM), and benefiting from the complicated Wall Street activities 
centered around the esoteric transactions difficult for individuals to access.  I can’t quote the fees that the majors charge, but they add up significantly 
over time and eventually make you start to wonder what “full service” really means.  Like it or not, this is how money works. 
 
 
The World According to Dan & Pitt 
 
So here we go…another year begins.  Dan and I have been recruiting new clients and helping them make money decisions for 52 years.  We seek out the 
individuals that will hopefully stick with us for the long run. Lots of businesses like ours consider the jobs Dan and I do to be “heavy lifting,” we think we 
know better.  Our partners and staff are terrific.  Perhaps I should say that again, our partners and staff are terrific.  Over the years their responsibilities 
have evolved, and they run several areas of our business with left-handed simplicity.  I don’t remember them asking for more responsibility, it became 
apparent they were better at some things than we were, and the projects moved from our plates to theirs.  Their motives were very simple, they 
enjoyed helping people, craved success and wanted all our clients to be long term… we’re talking lifetimes, not months and years.   
 
As a firm, we probably spend 50% of our time servicing accounts, 20% of our time managing portfolios, 20% on research and 10% on trying to attract 
new clients.  Most of our new accounts are generated by money that is in motion… inheritance, retirements, rollovers, the sale of businesses…that kind 
of stuff.   Our staff knows how to recognize these situations and does a terrific job or profiling and exploring needs.  We don’t spend much time going 
where we are not wanted.  Existing and potential clients have wants and goals they can’t quite embrace but are eager to understand.  Many of these 
issues can be conquered with public domain solutions that are cheap or free.  For some reason lots of people get more excited about saving money than 
making money.  We understand the gig and couldn’t be happier to do both.   
 
 



 
Let’s Spend Some Time on Our Partners and Staff… 
 
Dan and I have been writing financial plans for clients since the mid-1990’s.   Our skill sets in this field are now pale by comparison to P&A partners and 
staff… their ownership of these skills date from 1998.  In addition to executing financial plans, they do social security evaluations, Medicare D analysis, 
DAF construction, fund transfers, portfolio analysis and… surprising no one…recruiting new clients and building portfolios.  Another way to put it is…they 
are now doing the heavy lifting and then some.  
 
Virtually every week one of our clients visits the office or calls on the phone and says, “Your staff is terrific!”   
“Thank you, I will be happy to deliver the compliment.” 
 
I can’t say enough nice things about the people I work with.  I tell new clients, and old alike…” it’s your job to get as much work out of us as you can.”  
Believe me, it’s easy to do.  If you can’t negotiate a Schwab website or the P&A portal, our staff will take you by the hand and lead you through the 
process.  We assume you don’t like forms and fill them out for you.  When you lose your password, we will help you find it (drat!)  When you can’t 
remember how to move money, we will teach you again, and again, and again…  Too much cash, we’ll invest it.  Need more spending money, we’ll 
generate it.  If you never want to learn how to do any of this stuff our staff will do it for you.   This is how money should work. 
 
 

_    ^       
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